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Abstract: In order to understand real cause behind any disease it is very important to understand molecular
basis of life and what type of molecular mechanisms are involve behind diseases. We can easily understand
molecular basis of life if we are able to know 3D structure of protein. A lot of structural genomic projects are
involved to solve three dimensional structures of proteins and homology modelling is successfully explaining
relationship between molecules. Different mutations in CDH1 protein was studied by using homology modelling
CDH1 depending on 83% sequence identity and 72 % Query cover. Blast was used for Alignment of target and
template. Alignment of CDH1 with 3Q2V was selected and modified for further process. Modeller 9.15 was used
for construction of three dimensional models of CDH1 based on the crystal structure of 3Q2V. PROCHECK
produced a large no of PostScript plots which were examine by PDF creator software. Ramchandran plot was
used for selection of best model Out of five models, model number 5was selected because of 92.4% residues
in the most favoured region. The Z-score of the predicted structure of CDH1 was -7.59. The scores are well
within the range of scores typically found for proteins of similar size indicating a highly consistent structure.
Model was visualized by using Raswin. It was observed that there were 29 beta sheets and no alpha helix in
the secondary structure of CDH1.
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INTRODUCTION by complete genome [3] but unfortunately most of these

According to Zuckerkandl and Pauling [1] life is a diseases  [4]  computational homology study is required
connection between molecules it is not a possessions of to obtain human protein related with diseases. There are
solitary molecule so disease endanger life. According to 40, 000 genes present in gene data bank but only 100 are
Maricel Still after 40 years we are unaware of molecular related with disease. Several computational approaches
mechanism of large number of diseases in many cases we being used to predict function of protein from its structure
can clearly understand disease if we be familiar with the and sequence of genes [5, 6].
molecular communication of proteins and only 3D Change in single gene sequence result in a large
structure of protein available or modelled provide us number of pathological disorders it has become a
details [2]. challenge for biomedical science to overcome these

Classical structural genomic projects are trying to pathological conditions [7, 8] in order to find out how
solve three dimensional structure of protein for example mutations lead to different diseases scientist established
NMR and X-rays Crystallography SG main aim is to solve different methods based on computer [9]. These methods
three dimensional structure for all proteins programmed were  actually  created  in  order to identify disease rapidly

experimental structures are not related with human
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which allows subsequent experimental studies. Firstly experimental programmes stand for a spectacular change
mutations are design in form of protein sequence and in the amount of protein interaction data. This
these sequences are used for structural prediction [10, 11]. development will lead to construction of whole genome
These properties are further used to check that a given protein networks [15].
mutation is pathological or not. We can understand
disease causing effect of mutations in term of change in MATERIALS AND METHODS
protein structure of these [12].

Simple way to study cause of any disease most Determination of structures of proteins is imperative
accurate method is formation of 3D configuration of the for a number of purposes, for example to study function
protein interaction complex, already existing structures or of proteins in silico drug design was used and to observe
modelled provide us details of disease. If we understand special effects of mutations results in disease. Mutation
model of such proteins we are able to cure and treat this is change in the configuration of protein. Change in
disease and consequently the actual cause of disease. particular gene loci results in alteration of 3D
This study is an attempt to solve model for wild type and configuration of protein this change leads to change in
mutate mitochondrial Ornithine transporter by molecular function of protein that is source of different diseases. 
modelling approaches, because in protein structural data Homology modelling usually consists of the
base no structural information is provided. In order to following steps.
construct a three-dimensional structural model
computational approach employed. In these approaches Homologue recovery of identified configuration from
amino acid mutations are mapped to the protein sequence the Protein Data Bank
and then categorized in stipulations of structure and Sequence arrangement of the mutated gene
sequence properties [13]. according to the template structure

By using different software 3D structure will be Building of the replica based on the configuration
solved. Different software are available for this purpose search from Data Bank
among these softwaresTASSER is the most excellent for Model assessment
protein configuration calculation according to survey of Model revelation
20062010 CAS experiments RaptorX excels at aligning stiff
targets according to the 2010 CASP9 experiments. Searching of Proteins: Protein selected for the study was
RaptorX provide us considerably improved lignments for CDG1.
the hardest 50 CASP9. Template-based modeling targets
than other servers as well as those by means of Recovery of Sequence: Target sequence of unmutated
consensus and alteration methods. MODELLER is very and mutated proteins present in human body CDG1, was
famous software which generates models of structure of downloaded in FASTA from National Centre for
proteins based on principle of nuclear magnetic resonance Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
and spectroscopy data dispensation. Swiss Model is an
automated web server used for basic homology modeling. Template Search by PDB-BLASTP Analysis: To find a
Among these entire servers top server is SPARKSx this most excellent protein structure as a model for the target
alert on the remote fold appreciation. New approach is protein is significant step in homology modelling
PEP-FOLD main aim of this method is to identify structure progression. Proficient means employed to locate a well
of peptide on basis of sequence of amino acid based on matched model in BLAST refers to basic alignment and
a HMM structural alphabet. Important software is search tool. This technique highlights a section of
RAPTOR this software use the method of integer restricted resemblance between sequences and compares
programming. The basic algorithm for threading is nucleotide or protein sequences to sequence databases.
described and is fairly straightforward to implement. If we Model was finding by using BLASTP. BLASTP
want to predict structure of ab initio protein QUARK is explore by adding the FASTA sequence of every target
best server. During previous era only few techniques were protein into the online BLAST. Table obtained from Blast
available on computational approach in order to study result provides information regarding succession
interact between proteins. At present time a large no of numbers, percentage of similarity and e-value of
techniques are available for instance, genetic, biochemical templates. BLASTP provides quite a lot of homologs.
and biophysics with the help of these techniques we can Protein arrangement with highest sequence resemblance
study individual interactions [14]. These fresh was chosen as template.
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Alignment of Template and Target Sequence: Target and best for model formation, what will be the no of models.
template  sequence alignment was completed using Blast. Original writing file was customized by adding names of
Accurate sequence of alignment of target and template is model protein and target in their consequent points.
needed for construction of model of target protein by Command file sagest five models for each target protein.
modeller. For Modeller, to remove alignment errors from
the template and Query sequences were vigilantly aligned. Implementation of Modeller: All the files were saved in

Model Creation with Modeller 9.15: Firstly sensible of my target protein, Modeller was start and by applying
alignment between template and target protein was made subsequent command model was build.
after successful alignment by using Modeller 9.15
program of selected proteins was built. In order to get >F:
most conceivable Models of selected proteins different >Cd folder (consist of alignment.ali, model default.py and
models of proteins were generated by using homology pdb file)
modelling approach. >mod9.15 (model default.py) 

The Input for Modeller: Input for modeller comprises of Output File: After application of command of
the linked sequence of target and template and crystal MODELLER, number of files were produced by
coordinates of template. The modeller needs subsequent MODELLER like log file, this file consist of information
files for implementation: about the run, Initial model file, Restraints file, Schedule

Pdb File: Pdb file also known as atom file consists of having code B99990001 to B9999005.
crystal configuration coordinates of the template. This
data is used by MODELLER to build models. Each atom Model Revelation: In the personal computer programs
file is saved as code. pdb code represents a small name were installed in order to study models.3D conformation
assigned to protein that is PDB ID: 3Q2V is saved as of protein was studied by using two software’s RASWIN
3Q2V.pdb file. In order to find out protein that short code and DS-visualizer.
was used. Pdb file of all models obtained from www.rcsb.

Alignment File: This file consists of model and object and energy distribution of predicted model was evaluated
protein sequences. There were particular spaces for each by using PROCHECK software and ProSA software.
and every target and template sequence. That alignment PROCHECK was used for concluding valuation of
which was obtained at the beginning among target and model constructed by modeller known as Ramachandran’s
template sequences was kept in its particular spaces in plot. This software evaluates the model built by using
alignment file. With passage of time that alignment file modeller. For administration PROCHECK command
was changed by replacing subject with sequence figure of prompt of the Modeller was used. The command prompt
template and instead of uncertainty the name of target of windows was focussed to model file. Following
individual was used. In first line of each subject code for commands were used for each model the:
sequence is provided. In the second line there is
information about configuration coordinates this line >F:
consists of ten fields and these fields were differentiated >cd Procheck_NT
from each other by colons. Third line consist of sequence >Pro
of protein going to be modelled and target proteins at the Pro F:\folder name\model name (template) _resolution
end of each sequence protein “*” is present. Format used Validity of each model was checked independently.
for homology modelling is PIR database format.

Command File: All the important commands given to and large number of PostScript plots was created by
MODELLER about formation of 3D homology model were PROCHECK. Again these postscript plots were studied
provided by command file, this file is in first python using pdf creator software. By studying different plots
language. Different instructions were given to this file for Ramachandran plot was considered best plot with the
formation of model that is, which modelling program is help  of  this  plot  most  appropriate  plot of target protein

different folders and name was given according to name

file. Models were constructed and saved in model files

Model Assessment: Model Geometry, stereochemistry

Stereo-chemical quality of each protein was checked
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was selected. The best model among all models was for construction of three dimensional models of CDH1
selected on the basis of stereo-chemical requirement and based on the crystal structure of 3Q2V. For production of
number of residues in core protein, permissible, liberally the best possible model one should create as many
tolerable and prohibited regions. different models as possible to select the best on the

Checking of Errors in 3d Model of Protein Structure: models were building and then models were checked for
For checking of errors in 3D Model of protein ProSA was their plausibility. Then structural quality of models was
used. checked by using PROCHECK software. PROCHECK

The energy plot represents limited model worth by produced a large number of PostScript plots which were
plotting energies as a purpose of amino acid sequence examine by PDF creator software. Ramchandran plot was
location [16]. used for selection of best model (Fig. 4.3). Out of five

Secondary Structure Prediction: For prediction of residues in the most favoured region. Potential errors for
secondary structure of protein amino acid sequence was three dimensional models were checked for by ProSA
used. Different methods are available to identify WEB which displays uniqueness of the input structure,
secondary configuration and the three most common are its Z-score and plots of its residues. The energy plot
PSIPRED, PROF and SSpro. PROF have accuracy rate of shows the local model quality by plotting energies as a
77 PSIPRED have accuracy rate of 76.7 and SSpro have function of amino acid sequence position. In general,
accuracy rate of 76.3%. Among these three methods positive values correspond to problematic or erroneous
PSIPRED was used for prediction of secondary structure parts of a model. Z-scores express variety characteristic
of protein [17]. for inhabitant proteins point out inaccuracy in structure.

Comparison of Structure: Detail structural changes in The scores are well within the range of scores typically
protein structure by different mutations were analysed by found for proteins of similar size indicating a highly
comparing secondary and tertiary models of target consistent structure. Model was visualized by using
protein. Comparative analysis helps to swot up strands, Raswin. For prediction of secondary structure FASTA
helixes and coils in 2ndary configuration with 3D sequence of CDH1 was plotted in PSIPRED server. It was
configuration of target protein and their energy observed that there were29 beta sheets and no alpha helix
differences [18]. in the secondary structure of CDH1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Mutation in CDH1

For every identified form of life, proteins are CDH1 located in arginine to threonine switch at position
fundamental constituents of the body. Information about 617 was finding out by using homology modelling
three-dimensional structure of protein is frequently very technique. This  change  in  gene   sequence  was
important perception to understand mechanism of how reported G-to-A exist in the CDH1 gene all these
proteins perform their function in the body. Protein mutations lead to ala617-to-thr (A617T) switch. Other than
sequencing is indispensable to value mechanism of this they also identified causes of lost of genomic
protein function [19] information tumour tissue. Other scientist another

Structure Prediction of CDH-1: CDH1 Protein was two patients. He also observed that those cells which
searched from database of NCBI and the most suitable express mutation in A617T are not tightly bound to one
isoform have chain of 647 amino acids was selected in another [20].
FASTA format. BLAST was initiated against PDB by
means of the FASTA sequence of CDH1. A template from Arginine to Termination Mutation: When arg598 is
result  of  BLAST  table  with  accession  number 3Q2V replaced by ter in CDH1 gene it results in gastric cancer in
was selected for structure evaluation of the CDH1 a family this family was studied n order to screen this
depending on 83% sequence identity and 72 % Query family genetically by using surgical and pathological
cover (Fig. 4.1). Blast was used for Alignment of target findings. The family was subsequently studied from the
and template. Alignment of CDH1 with 3Q2V was selected point of view of genetic screening, surgical management
and modified for further process. Modeller 9.15 was used and pathologic findings [21].

basis of scoring function. With the help of modeller five

models, model number 5 was selected because of 92.4%

The Z-score of the predicted structure of CDH1 was -7.59.

Alanine to Theronine Mutation: Structure for mutated

mutation in A617T this mutation leads to gastric cancer in
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Table 1: Z-score for normal and mutated CDH1
CDH1 A Z-score
Non-mutated CDH1 -7.59
A to T mutated CDH1 -7.59
R to X mutated CDH1 -7.59

Table 2: Secondary structure for normal and mutated CDH1
Secondary structure
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CDH1 protein Alpha helices Beta sheets
Non-mutated CDh1 0 29
A to T mutated CDh1 0 29
R to X mutated CDh1 0 29

Fig. 1: Showing Blast result of CDH1

Fig. 2: Showing 3D structure of non-mutated CDH1obtained through Modeller 9.15
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Table 3: Sequence alignment of CDH1 with 3Q2V

Structure Prediction of Mutant CDH1A Proteins: In this In next step abnormal gene with mutation was studied
study homology plot of CDH1 gene was studied by and its secondary structure was compared with structure
comparing normal and mutated models of protein and it of normal protein and it was concluded that no significant
was observed that 92.4% residue off all amino acids were difference exists between these structures and z-score
present in favourable domain out of 5 models model (Table 4.1). Z-score of normal CDH1 and mutated gene
number 4 was selected. By studying this model it was from A to T was -7.59. Still Dissimilarity in the
observed that normal proteins of CDH1 from A to T have Ramachandran plot was found. Non-mutated CDH1 has
all secondary conformation in form of - sheets no - helix 92.1% residues in most favoured region but both mutated
was observed in structure of these proteins. A  to T and R to X 92.4 % and 92.5% residues respectively
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Fig. 4.3: Showing Ramachandran plot for non-mutated CDH1 by Procheck

Plot Statistics:
Residues in most favoured region[A, B, L] 92.1%
Residues in additional allowed region [a, b, l, p] 7.9%
Residues in generously allowed region [a, b, l, p] 0%
Residues in disallowed region [a, b, l, p] 0%

Fig. 4: Showing Z-score of non-mutated CDH1 through Prosaweb
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Fig. 5: Showing energy peaks of non-mutated CDH1 obtained through ProSA-web

Fig. 6: Continued
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Fig. 6:  Showing secondary structure of non-mutated CDH1 through PSIPRED server

Fig. 7: Showing 3D structure of A to T mutated CDH1 predicted through Modeller9.15

in most favoured region. When plot was drawn for normal aspragine,  isoleucine  and isoleucine go out of sheet.
and mutated protein we observed differences in positions After prediction of normal and mutated proteins we
of amino acids only. Tryptophan and valine at position concluded that there was no change in secondary
number 2 and 3move into sheet. While six amino acids at structure but there was change in sequence of amino
position 456 to 461.Glutamine, valine, isoleucine, acids which can leads to disease.
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Fig. 8: Showing Procheck constructed Ramachandran plot of A to T mutated CDH1 

Plot Statistics:
Residues in most favoured region[A, B, L] 92.4%
Residues in additional allowed region [a, b, l, p] 7.4%
Residues in generously allowed region [a, b, l, p]  0%
Residues in disallowed region [a, b, l, p] 0.2%

Fig. 9: Showing Z-score of A to T mutated CDH1 through prosaweb
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Fig. 10: Showing energy peaks of A to T mutated CDH1 obtained through ProSA-web

Fig. 11: Showing Secondary structure of A to T mutated CDH1
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Fig. 12: D structure of R to X mutated CDH1 predicted through Modeller9.15

Fig. 13: Showing Procheck constructed Ramachandran plot of R to X mutated CDH1 

Plot Statistics
Residues in most favoured region[A, B, L]  92.5%
Residues in additional allowed region [a, b, l, p] 7.0%
Residues in generously allowed region [a, b, l, p]  0.3%
Residues in disallowed region [a, b, l, p] 0.3%

Fig. 14: Showing Z-score of R to X mutated CDH1 through prosaweb
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Fig. 15: Showing energy peaks of R to X mutated connexin 30 obtained through ProSA-web

Fig. 16: Showing 3D secondary structure of R to X mutated CDH1 through Psipred
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CONCLUSION 9. Chasman, D. and R.M. Adams, 2001. Predicting the

Proteins are the fundamental chemicals of the body nucleotide polymorphisms: structure based
without which body seems to be ashy. Understanding the assessment of amino acid variation.  J.  Mol.  Biol.,
3-D structure of the proteins is therefore essential in order 307: 683-706.
to find out the functional description of the body. 10. Saunders, C.T. and D. Baker, 2002. Evaluation of
Mutated structures of A to T and R to X predicted by structural and evolutionary contributions to
homology modelling shows difference in amino acids deleterious   mutation   prediction.   J.   Mol.  Biol.,
sequence in beta sheet after mutations which exaggerated 322: 891-901.
the 3D structure of protein leading to different 11. Krishnan, V.G. and D.R. Westhead, 2003. A
abnormalities although there was no significant difference comparative study of machine learning methods to
in the number of beta sheets of normal and mutated predict the effects of single nucleotide
CDH1.Any mutation (insertion, deletion, transversion etc) polymorphisms on protein function. Bioinformatics.,
in proteins affecting the function of the protein can alter 19: 2199-2209.
the 3D structure of proteins. This change may affect the 12. Ferrer, C.C., M. Orozco and X. Cruz, 2002.
function of protein that lead to different disorders. Characterization of disease-associated single amino
Wrapping up, homology modelling is a strenuous and acid polymorphisms in terms of sequence and
lucrative method for prediction of normal and mutated structure properties. J. Mol. Biol., 315: 771-786.
protein structure. Results conclude homology modelling 13. Steward, R.E., M.W. Mac Arthur, R.A. Laskowski and
as paramount method for protein structure prediction that J.M. Thornton, 2003. Molecular basis of inherited
can further be analyzed for mutation prediction and diseases:  a  structural  perspective.  Trends  Genet.,
docking studies. 19: 505-513.
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